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In a recent paper, Ono and Skinner [1998, Ann. of Math. 147, 453470] show
that if a half integral weight eigenform g(z) is good, then g(z) has infinitely many
coefficients prime to l, for all but finitely many primes l. Their paper ends with the
conjecture that all half-integral weight eigenforms (with the exception of certain
theta functions) are, in fact, good. We give a brief and elementary proof of the
‘‘good’’ conjecture.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
For nonnegative integers k and N, let Mk+12(4N) (resp., Sk+12(4N)) be
the space of modular forms (resp. cusp forms) of weight k+ 12 on 11(4N).
If i=0 or 1, 0r<t, and a1, let
%a, i, r, t(z) := :
n#r(mod t)
niqan2
denote the Shimura theta function. Let 3(4N) be the C-vector space
spanned by such functions. We know that 3(4N)/M12(4N)S32(4N).
By the theory of newforms, we can decompose f (z) # Sk(N) into
f (z)= :
r
i=1
:iAi (z)+ :
s
j=1
;j Bj ($ jz),
where Ai (z) and Bi (z) are newforms of weight k and level dividing N and
$j>1 is a divisor of N. We refer to the left sum as the new part of f (z) and
the right sum as the old part of f (z). In their paper [OS1], Ono and
Skinner prove the following result.
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Theorem 1 (Ono and Skinner). Let g(z)=n=0 c(n) q
n # Mk+12(4N)
be an eigenform with algebraic integer coefficients. If g(z) is good, then for
all but finitely many rational primes l there exist infinitely many square-free
integers m for which |c(m)| l=1.
Here, good is defined as follows:
Definition. A modular form g(z) # Mk+12(4N) is good if there exists
some N$ and some h(z) # 3(4N$) for which:
(G1) Gh(z) :=g(z) h(z)=n=1 a(n) q
n is a cusp form.
(G2) Gnewh (z)  S
cm
k+1(4NN$)S
cm
k+2(4NN$).
By Gnewh (z), we mean the new part of Gh(z), and S
cm
k (N) denotes the
space of cusp forms spanned by those having complex multiplication. We
recall that an eigenform f (z)=n=1 a(n) q
n # Sk(N) has complex multi-
plication if there exists a quadratic character , with conductor dividing N
such that a(n)=,(n) a(n) for all n. In particular, a(n)=0 whenever
,(n)=&1. In their paper [OS1], Ono and Skinner make the following
conjecture.
Conjecture. Let g(z) # Mk+12(4N). If g(z)  3(4N), then g(z) is good.
To prove the conjecture, we prove:
Theorem 2. Suppose g(z)=n=0 c(n) q
n # Mk+12(4N) is not good.
Then the only nonzero coefficients c(n) are given by n of the form n=st2 (s
square-free) such that s has only prime divisors dividing 4N.
Thus, if g(z) is not good, there are only a finite number of squarefree m
such that c(mt2){0 for some t. Vigne ras [V] proved that any modular
form g(z) with this property must be in 3(4N) for some N. Therefore,
Theorem 2 yields the conjecture. Combining Theorem 1 and the conjecture,
we get:
Corollary. Let k0. Let g(z)=n=0 c(n) q
n # Mk+12(4N) be an
eigenform with algebraic integer coefficients. If g(z)  3(4N), then, for all
but finitely many primes l, there exist infinitely many square-free integers m
such that |c(m)|l=1.
This more general result has already been obtained independently by
Bruinier [B] and Jochnowitz [J1, J2] using different methods. After com-
pleting this paper, the author learned that Jimenez Urroz and Ono [JUO]
recently proved the conjecture in [OS1] using a combination of Brun’s
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sieve and an earlier result of Ono and Skinner [OS2]. In the first part of
this note we show that this result can be recovered using more elementary
methods.
In their proof of Theorem 1, Ono and Skinner use the Galois representa-
tions associated with cusp forms to extract information about the coef-
ficients of Gh(z) and subsequently about those of g(z). Recalling that the
space of modular forms decomposes into the direct sum of the space of
cusp forms and the space of Eisenstein series, we see intuitively that condi-
tion (G1) of the definition of good is superfluous since, by recognizing the
coefficients of Eisenstein series as polynomials, we can sufficiently control
the coefficients of the product Gh(z), whether it is a cusp form or not.
Indeed, in their proof of the ‘‘good’’ conjecture [JUO], the authors refer to
a previous result of Ono and Skinner [OS2] which uses a very similar
argument. In citing this result they assume that this reduction has been
made. We make the following:
Definition (Revised). A modular form g(z) # Mk+12(4N) is good if
there exists some N$ and some h(z) # 3(4N$) such that, if we write
Gh(z) :=g(z) h(z)=n=0 a(n) q
n # Mk$(4NN$), then k$3 and
(G) there exists a prime p0 which is inert in every imaginary quad-
ratic field with discriminant dividing 4NN$ and a square-free integer j0 such
that ( j0 , 4NN$p0)=1 and a( j0 p0){0.
We note that if Gh(z) # Sk(4NN$), the condition (G) implies that Gh(z)
does not lie in the span of eigenforms with complex multiplication. Thus,
this definition subsumes the previous one when k2. We conclude this
note by extending the arguments of [OS1] to prove Theorem 1 under this
revised definition.
I thank Larry Washington for suggesting this problem as well as for
providing me with many helpful suggestions. Additionally, I thank Ken
Ono for his useful comments which improved this paper.
2. PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 2. In the following, we prove Theorem 2 using the
definition of good given in [OS1].
Let [+1 , ..., +r] be the set of divisors of M=4N. We first note that
n # Z+ is of the form n=st2 with s having only prime divisors dividing M
if and only if Q(- n)/Q(- +1 , ..., - +r ).
Assume n>0 is not of this form. Then there exists a prime p which splits
in Q(- +i ) for all i=1, ..., r but is inert in Q(- n) and Q(- &1). Then we
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have (&+p)=&1 for all + | M and (np)=&1. Therefore, there exist j0 , b0
(b0 {0) such that n= j0 p&b20 . We need to show that we can find such a
j squarefree and prime to Mp. Let
f (x)=
( px+b0)2+n
p
=px2+2b0 x+ j0 .
Then we see that, since p |% b0 , f (x) is nonconstant modulo l for all primes
l. Thus, we can find c such that ( f (c), Mp)=1. Let
g(x)= f (Mpx+c).
Then (g(x), Mp)=1 for all x # Z. We note that, since the leading coefficient
of g(x) is M2p3 and p |% b0 , g(x) could not be a constant multiple of a
square. Then it is well known that g(x) takes on a square-free value j
infinitely often (see Erdo s [E]), in particular, with ( j, Mp)=1. Thus
n= jp&b2 for some b. We will show that c(n)=0 for any n of this form.
We note, of course, that b{0 since (np)=&1.
Choose s # Z+ such that M s>2 jp and define
h(z)= :
m#b(mod Ms)
mqm2 # S32(M 2s).
Then
Gh(z)= :

m=0 \ :y#b(mod Ms) c(m& y
2)+ qm # Sk+2(M2s+1).
So, if Gh(z)=m=0 a(m) q
m, then we have
a( jp)= :
y#b(mod Ms)
c( jp& y2)=c( jp&b2)=c(n).
Since g(z) is not good, Gnewh (z) lies in the space spanned by eigenforms with
complex multiplication. In particular, since j is squarefree and prime to Mp
and (&+p)=&1 for all + | M, a( jp)=0. Therefore, c(n)=0.
This proves Theorem 2 and thus completes the proof of the ‘‘Good’’
Conjecture. K
We note that, although the revised definition of good assumes that the
weight of Gh(z) is at least 3, this proof is valid for either definition of good
since M12(4N) is generated by theta series [SS]. That is, we may assume
that g(z) does not have weight 12 , so that the weight of Gh(z)= g(z) h(z) is
at least 3.
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Proof of Theorem 1 (Revised Definition). Just as in [OS1], our goal is
to find a particular n such that |a(n)|l=1. To do this, we first decompose
Gh(z) as the sum of Eisenstein series and a cusp form. We can further
decompose the cusp form into the sum of its new part and its old part.
Thus, we write Gh(z)=Geish (z)+G
new
h (z)+G
old
h (z), where
Geish (z)= :

n=0
aeis(n) qn, Gnewh (z)= :

n=1
anew(n) qn, and
Goldh (z)= :

n=1
aold(n) qn,
and the coefficients aeis(n), anew(n), and aold(n) are algebraic integers.
We can assume that Geish (z){0 (i.e., Gh(z) is not a cusp form) since,
otherwise, g(z) would satisfy the assumptions of [OS1]. In fact, we can
assume that there exists a square-free integer n prime to 4NN$j0p0 such that
aeis(nj0p0){0. Otherwise, the theorem follows directly from the arguments
in [OS1].
In looking at Gnewh (z), we recall briefly the proof of the theorem in
[OS1]. For a prime l satisfying the conditions (L1)(L6) of [OS1], the
authors construct a number field K (which we may assume contains the
coefficients aeis(n) of Geish (z)) and a set of new forms f1 , ..., fu , which are
inequivalent via twists by certain characters / and Galois elements _, such
that Gnewh (z) is an OK -linear combination of (twists of) the fi ’s. These are
ordered so that f1 , ..., fv do not have complex multiplication and
fv+1 , ..., fu do. The key step comes from the fact that, for such a prime l,
the image of the product of the associated Galois representations \1_
} } } _\v contains a normal subgroup conjugate to SL2(F1)_ } } } _SL2(Fv).
Without loss of generality, we can assume that this subgroup is equal to
SL2(F1)_ } } } _SL2(Fv). Here, F i is an (appropriately chosen) subfield of
Fl, K :=OKpl, K , where pl, K is the prime lying above l in OK given by fixing
an embedding of Q into Q l .
Fix a prime l satisfying (L1)(L6) with the additional property
(L7) |aeis( j0p0)| l=1.
Clearly, (L7) excludes only a finite set of primes. For a discussion of why
(L1)(L6) hold for all but finitely many l, see [OS1]. We can write
anew(n)= :
u
i=1
:
_ \:/ :f _i, / /
_(n)+ ai (n)_, where f i (z)= :

n=1
a i (n) qn,
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where _ is in the decomposition group of l. We note that, for our purposes,
the twists will disappear since our goal is to find an n for which the coef-
ficients ai (n) simultaneously vanish modulo pl, K .
We now look at Geish (z). We know, from Hecke [H], that we can write
Geish (z) as a linear combination G
eis
h (z)=a

(mod 4NN$) :a

Gak$(z) of series of
the form
Gak$(z)=b
a
 (0)
+
(&2?i)k$
(4NN$)k$ 1(k$)
:

n=1 \ :
+#a1(mod 4NN$)
+&=n
(sgn &) &k$&1q&a24NN$+ qn4NN$
with :a

algebraic integers. For a prime p, the coefficient of q pj0 in Gak$(z) is
given by
ba ( pj0 4NN$)=
(&2?i)k$
(4NN$)k$ 1(k$)
:
+#a1(mod 4NN$)
+&=4NN$pj0
(sgn &) &k$&1q&a24NN$ .
Thus, for any prime p, this is simply a polynomial in p whose coefficients
depend only on the congruence class of p modulo 4NN$. Consequently,
aeis( j0p)= :
a

(mod 4NN$)
:a

ba ( pj0 4NN$)
is a polynomial in p for all primes p#p0(mod 4NN$). So we get a polyno-
mial
:(x)=anxn+ } } } +a1x+a0
with the property that
aeis( j0p)=:( p)
for all primes p#p0(mod 4NN$).
Using Lagrange’s Interpolation Formula, we see that
:(x)= :
n
i=0
(x& p0) } } } (x& pi&1)(x& pi+1) } } } (x& pn)
( pi& p0) } } } ( p i& p i&1)( pi& pi+1) } } } ( pi& pn)
a( pi)
where p0 , ..., pn are distinct primes pi #d(mod 4NN$). Since a( pi) # OK for
all primes pi , we see that aj # K.
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This formula holds for any choice of p0 , ..., pn , and the greatest common
divisor of the denominators of the aj ’s over all such choices is a product
of primes which divide 4NN$n!. Thus, we see that, if l is a prime such that
l |% 4NN$ and l>2(k$+2) (by condition (L2) of [OS1]), then l does not
divide the denominator of aj for any j. In particular, there exists a positive
integer M, prime to l, such that M } :(x) # OK[x]. Since M is a unit in Fl, K
and :( p)#aeis( j0p)0(mod pl, K), :(x) has at most n zeroes in Fl, K .
To prove the theorem, we assume there is only a finite number of square-
free m for which |c(m)|l=1. Denote these m1 , ..., mt .
We need now to find a prime p1 with the property that p1 #
p0(mod 4NN$) and :( p1) does not vanish modulo pl, K . However, we need
some additional conditions on p1 to help us obtain our contradiction later.
To do this, we claim that we can find p1 subject to
(P1) p1 #p0(mod 4NN$)
(P2) :( p1)0(mod pl, K)
(P3) (lp1)=1
(P4) (&+p1)=&1 for all +>0 dividing 4NN$m1 } } } mt .
We see that this follows from the Chinese Remainder Theorem and
Dirichlet’s Theorem on primes in an arithmetic progression if these condi-
tions are compatible. Since l is a fixed prime not dividing 4NN$ and
p0 #&1 (mod 4), (P3) is a condition modulo l. Since l>2(k$+2)>n (by
condition (L2) of [OS1]), we have that :(b)0(mod pl, K) for more than
half of the integers b<l. In particular, at least one such class modulo l will
satisfy (P2) and (P3). Finally, (P4) is compatible with the others since (P1)
implies that (&+p1)=&1 for all +>0 dividing 4NN$ and (P3) allows for
the event that (m1 } } } mt , l){1. The claim follows.
Choose an arithmetic progression r modulo d so that (P1)(P4) are
satisfied for all primes p#r(mod d). Choose such a p1 . Then we have
|:( p1)|l=|aeis( j0p1)| l=1.
Our next step is to find a prime p2 #p1(mod d ) satisfying the additional
condition
(P5) |ai ( p2)| l<1 for each i=1, ..., u.
To show that this is possible, we will use an argument similar to the
proofs of Lemmas (ii) and (iii) in [OS1]. Let =: Gal(Q Q)  (ZdZ)_ be
the character defined by =(_)=s if ‘_d=‘
s
d . Then =(Frp)= p1 if and only if
p#p1(mod d ). Since SL2(F1)_ } } } _SL2(Fv) has no nontrivial abelian
quotients, (\1 _ } } } _\v_=)(Gal(Q Q))$SL2(F1)_ } } } _SL2(Fv)_1.
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Choose _ # Gal(Q Q) such that =(_)= p1 . Write Ai=\ i (_) and
Bi=A&1i (
0
&1
1
0). Choose { # Gal(Q Q) such that (\1_ } } } _\v_=)({)=
(B1 , ..., Bv , 1). Then we have
(\1_ } } } _\v_=)(_{)=\\ 0&1
1
0+ , ..., \
0
&1
1
0+ , p1+ .
Therefore, by the Chebotarov Density Theorem, there exist infinitely many
primes p#p1(mod d ) such that
ai ( p)#Tr(\i (Frp))#0(mod pl, K).
Choose such a prime p2 such that p2 |% j0 . Then ai ( p2 j0)#0 (mod pl, K) for
all i=1, 2, ..., v. We see also that, by (P1) and (P4), ai ( p2 j0)=0 for all
i=v+1, ..., u. Therefore, p2 satisfies (P1)(P5). Thus,
anew( p2 j0)= :
u
i=1
:
_ \:/ :f _i, //
_(n)+ a i ( p2 j0)_#0 (mod pl, K).
Finally, aold( p2 j0)=0 since ( p2 j0 , 4NN$)=1. Therefore,
|a( p2 j0)|l=|aeis( p2 j0)+anew( p2 j0)+aold( p2 j0)|l=|aeis( p2 j0)| l=1.
By construction of Gh(z), we have
a( p2 j0)= :
x+ay2= p2 j0
x, y
c(x) b( y).
Thus, there exist particular x and y for which p2 j0=x+ay2 and
|c(x)|l=1. Since g(z) is an eigenform, it has the property that c(s) | c(st2)
whenever s is squarefree. Therefore, since the only squarefree integers m for
which |c(m)|l=1 are m1 , ..., mt , we see that p2 j0 must be of the form
p2 j0=mjw2+ay2,
which implies that (&m j ap2)=1. This contradicts (P4) since a | N$.
Therefore, there are infinitely many square-free m for which |c(m)|l=1.
This proves Theorem 1. K
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